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PREXY CITES GOV'T. NEEDS
The BROWN and GOLD is published bi-weekly during the school year as the official
Regis College student newspaper. Editorial opinion expressed on this page does not
necessarily reflect that of the administration, faculty, or student body.
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And Away We Go.

As President of the Student
Body, let me personally extend
to each Freshman a very cordial welcome. My special greetings go to the new coeds, who
are pioneers in an exciting
Regis tradition. I am extremely
happy to have you here; Your
presence will, without a doubt,
elevate considerably the level of
Regis' spirit.
Every attempt is being made
to make you feel "at home."

Allow me to remind you again
of the many clubs and organizations on campus at your
disposal, because I feel that
it is important that you become
interested and involved right
from the start in many of those
activities.
We, the officers of the student government, are not the
totality of your "democratic
process" here at Regis.; student government solicits your

!MJU•F .
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They're Here.
They've been here. Psychological hernias inflicted in
the restraint of all-too-familiar Anglo-Saxon expressions
are being smoothed out, {allen senior arches (from making
the big circle down and up, because you "can't go that way
anymore.") are throbbing a little less, and other aggravating problems are diminishing in immediacy. Which
leaves us a little time to consider a few less pressing issues.
Take , for an instance, rules. The ill wind that blows
from third and fourth floors Carroll bodes uneasiness at
some of the in-dormitory regulations - i.e., dress. The
fact that most of the men are treated with at least tolerant
leniency in that regard tends to dull the clean-nails and
ears logic applied_ to the coeds. It seems that, in an academic environment that demands that women - as students - continually strive to pull equal with their male
peers, regulations that do not directly reflect a sexual
difference (either physically or ethically) are asking a
little too much of even the first class of women.
Take, for another instance, rules that deal with the
other people around here, particularly of the opposite sex
and same age group. All one has to do to gauge the seriousness of the problems that may arise in this regard is pick
up a newspaper from Columbia, the University of Colorado, or Barnard. In chain-reaction fashion, college administrators all over the country are making like Pontius
Pilate on the issue of in loco parentis or, Whatever
Happened to Baby Son or Daughter? Visiting hours, room
visits, Public Displays of Affection, et al, are not critical
issues as of yet; but once the novelty of communal living
·wears off and the serious business of free association
begins, they will come of age in a hurry.

Take. for still another instance, housing that's
right, here we go again. At the present time, a whisper
campaign concerning a new high-rise dormitory by 1970
i~ in full swing, but I haven;t seen (or even heard of) any
decisions or blueprints yet. This is not so bad in itself,
but the "out'· turn-stiles at the parking lot gates continue
to turn as constantly as the administration's housing
policy remains unchanged. Even if proliferation continues,
and security at Carroll Hall becomes more sophisticated
than the Pentagon' s, it won't do anything to diminish the
size of the senior class or their needs.
Take, for a final - and appropriate-instance, the lack
of adequate facility supplied the food by this institution.
A dining hall constructed for a maximum (meaning
from wall to wall) of 300 diners, but serving almost 500
people three times a day is just a little ludicrous. Granted,
two shifts would be an easy answer, but a student who
foots the bill for a meal ticket should be entitled to sit
down and enjoy it.
These are but a few of the long-dormant campus
problems that may raise their hoary heads wit~ t~e advent
of coeducation. Whether or not they come to m-tlme solutions depends entirely upon what happens in the near
future.
And, as far as anyone can figure out, the only organization that at present, comprehends the facets of coeducation and has a concrete program to meet rising difficulties is the new DeSmet West Voyeurs Association.
TIM HART

She Got Away:

END OF AN ERA?

Mme. Keough: Waiting for the Man
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The rather
cynical Joycian soliloquy following is not the result of undue pressure from above; it may or may
not represent the opinion of the
student body and/or the editorial
staff; our Managing Editor is the
only one of us so far that has been
exposed to the insights below.
At any rate, it's still too early
for us to tell.
THE EDITOR)
By RANDY ROTH
Brown and Gold Managing Editor
Regis College is now officially
coeducational. Thirty-five members of the fairer sex now reside
in the once traditional Carroll
Hall. Classes will include approximately 130 beauties.
The "Ranch" is definitely
entering a new era. In order to
evaluate the complications and
problems of the big move I
spent a pleasant hour talking to
the new Dean of Women, Miss
Mary Constance Keough. - I
say pleasant because it's always

End of the Beginning
)\\~t~~{:~:~:~:~:~:~:}}~:}~:~:~:}}}}}}}~:~:~:}}~:}}~:~:~:~:}}}}~:r{{: with Jack M c
The Mama's and Papa's had their first Golden
Era - and so has Regis. Co-education obviously
alters life at Regis College. The seniors have
surrendered their strategic positions on third and
fourth floor Carroll, so water will no longer rain
down on unsuspecting underclassmen. The "fishbowl" of De Smet assumes added significance
with ladies across the Quadrangle. The road in
front of Carroll no longer serves as an obstacle for staggering seniors, but as lover's
lane. More subtle changes in attitudes and atmosphere will surely occur.
Many of these activities which occur in an
all male environment will not be missed. The
change is probably for the best, but we should
not let the "Old Regis" go unnoticed. Many
traditions - formal and informal - were experiences we will never forget. The sight of
three hundred enthusiastic freshmen hiking to the
Heights remains etched not only in the minds
of Regis students but many Qenver residents as
well. We may never again hear "Hot Nuts" echoing throughout the Quadrangle on Ranger Day

Dear Sirs:
I wish to thank you for remembering my graduation from
high school. It was a very
thoughtful gesture on your part.
Also, I would like to commend
the students who, in any way,
help with the publication of
your student paper. I have received a few issues of the
"Brown and Gold," and it is
not only informative, but very
interesting. I thoroughly enjoyed every copy sent to me.
I had planned to attend Regis
College this fall, but financial
problems have arisen. Therefore I will be unable to enroll
this year as a Regis student.
Sincerely,
Louise Monseur

Ctr.aJ'I flaJ'I QaJe?
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cooperation as well. Just last
February, we amended our
student Constitution, whereby
the President of the various
campus organization now enjoy
a vote at the bi-monthly General Assembly meetings held in
Loyola Hall. I encourage you to
come also, and play an active
part in that "democratic process" - remember, this is your
student government; it will only
be as effective as you want it
to be. The powers-to-be in student government emphasize to
you our service and an availability to your needs.
Please be assured of my best
wishes for a fruitful experience
here at Regis. It is my sincere
hope that you, the Men and
Women of the Class of 1972,
will derive much from your college career.
Paul T. Max, President
Regis College Executive
Board

::::~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:}}((
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morning . But new traditions, harmonious with
a co-educational institution, will develop and
supply future students with many memorable
times. Perhaps we shall have a Kissing Rock
in back of O'Connell Hall where young couples
will share affectionate embraces under a full
moon.
So we at Regis have witnessed the end of an
era. Like the red brick wall that surrounds part
of our campus, the concept of "males only" has
become antiquated. Regis has gone beyond the
walls - physical and mental - that have limited
our development in the past. We look forward to
expanded intellectual and social activity as the
concept of co-education becomes entrenched at
Regis. The time of change has arrived and offers
challenges for the entire Regis community.
So we should not mourn the passing of the
"Ranch" era at Regis. It is well that it ends
through change, and not stagnation. True, it was
a "Golden Era" - but it was only the first.
Knowing the Rangers, there will be many more.

conforting to listen to an optimistic idealist.
Although Miss Keough did concede that coeducation would
be "somewhat of a challenge,"

LADY UNCHAINED
Miss Mary C. Keough
Regis' Dean of Women
she prophesied a "fun year."
It was at this point that I began
to wonder just what her connotation of fun consisted of ... but,
back to the interview.
Miss Keough stressed the advantages of coeducation - the
greatest being "the opportunity
for boys to see girls in an everyday type situation rather than
only when they're all dolled up
and ready for a big date." (Personally, I rather enjoyed viewing the fairer sex only at their
radiant best.)
NO PROBLEMS
. Miss Keough reported, as expect~d, how "fabulously cooperative the Regis faculty and
administration
have
been."
She said that no real problems
have arisen and none were really
expected. (I wondered if she'd
heard about the view from fourth
floor DeSmet, yet) "The girls
will participate fully in the
orientation period," which Miss
Keough considers "a great program, but a little to long."

Questioned about the famous
(notorious?) "Ranch" · atmosphere, Miss Keough stepped off
her cloud long enough to admit
that "things won't change overnight"; she expressed hope that
the presence of the girls would
serve as a "catalyst for a gradual
transformation." Along the same
vein, she conceded that the
new coeds would h<J.ve to "grip
all the femininity and charm
they can find" in order to persevere through this initial year.
Concerning the Dining Hall,
Miss Keough hoped the girls
would develop a "keen sense of
humor" with which to combat
the sometimes crude behavior.
(Like maybe food-riots?)
Miss Keough emphasized the
vast improvement which she
felt sure would come upon the
Regis classroom. She spoke not
only of the intellectual exchange
of ideas, but also of "enabling
the Regis men to better understand how women think." She
reported no worries concerning
the possibility of losing that candid atmosphere which existed in
the classrooms B. C. - (Before
Coeducation).
HIGH-MORALED?
I told Miss Keough that, although 99% of the men of Regis
College were high-moraled Christian gentlemen, I felt certain that
someone would eventually attempt an invasion into the top
two floors of the once-traditional
Carroll Hall. In reply to thi~,
she explained the lockout (or IS
it lock-in?) system which, I
must admit, sounds fairly impregnable. Also, the penalty for any
such shenanigans will be "harsh."
The girls themselves will be ruled
by a dorm judicial board and
"unladylike behavior will not_ be
accepted." (Looks like the g1rls
will have to be able to do more
than remember their names.)
NO STAGNANT
Miss Keough admitted that sh~
isn't a confirmed career woman.
She realizes that, living on campus, she runs the risk of isolaContinued on Page 4·
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Questions Measure
Plural Sex Attitude
Two Freshmen, one male and one female - who both showed personality and response during Freshmen Orientation - were engaged
by the BROWN AND GOLD to answer the following questions. The
aim of the interviews was to seek out possible differences in the new
coeducational atmosphere.
I. How do you feel about Freshmen Orientation and the idea behind it?
"I feel that Freshmen Orien"From my own personal ex:
tation was a good idea. Having perience I would give the Regis
to do chores for upperclassmen
Orientation Program an 'A-1 '
is sort of a pain, but you meet rating. It has already given me
many of them that way and it many moments to look back on
makes you feel more a part of and laugh about. Through the
Regis. Nobody goes for being program, I've managed to
really pimped, but you must meet many Freshmen with whom
expect that. I wish, however, that I've become good friends. From
we could stop wearing suits these new friendships I have
after about two weeks. I be- gained a confidence in myself
lieve all the changing and work and in Regis as a college that
we do is hard on a good suit.
I can be proud of."
Benaies could still be worn. I'm
glad we have to wear nametags
until the 20th. They really help
in remembering names. "
II. How do upperclassmen strike you, as both students and people?
" I feel they are typical stu"The majority of upperclassdents. As far as being people men have been the best of
is concerned, I think they friends to Freshmen. They are,
are generally quite friendly in my opinion , one of the main
and open. Most of them have a reasons why orientation has
little more quality than the been such a success.
average college student. "
III. Are you satisfied and comfortable with the housing arrangements
on campus?
" The rooms on the third and
" I am quite satisfied with my
fourth floors of Carroll Hall
are very comfortable to live in,
room. It's a little nicer than I
expected. I believe that there
as well as pleasing to the eye most of the time. Some seem
could be a few machines added
to the lobby. Possibly a change
to think the rules on the girls'
machine and a name-brand
floors are strict, but they are
pop machine. "
never really enforced unless
there is a need for them. Miss
Keough, the Associate Dean of
Students , is very fair in ruling
the dorm. She is a definite asset
to all the coeds on campus."
~~ .What, i~ your opinion, is t~e futur~.of coedu~ation h~re at Regi_s?
As I said before, c?educat~on I
~?education _w1ll. .l ast mshould attract an mcreasmg def1mtely at Regis, If It makes
number of men and women to the it through this year.

Profs Wary, Warm Over Coeds
In order to gauge the effect
of coeducation on an overall
basis the BROWN AND GOLD
conducted a spot poll of faculty members to determine their
feelings and apprehensions concerning change in the academic
environment.
The question asked of faculty members was "How do you
think the presence of women
will affect your classroom environment?" The responses are
recorded below:
Veronica Casey, Education:
"Improve it."
Father John Teeling, S.J.,
English: "I do not look for much
change. However, when you have
a class with all boys, you can

be more blunt and straight forward in discussing literature."
Phil
Flanigan,
Admissions
Director: "Will be stimulating!"
Rudy Sporcich, Business Administration: "Having taught
women at the collegiate level
at another institution for several years, I can say that their
presence was decidedly on the
plus side. As a group they had
an excellent attitude toward
their academic work. They impressed me with their conscientiousness
and
full-hearted
participation in all school events.
They proved · most dependable
when placed in positions of responsibility. These attributes
can only help make a better

Whether-ing Heights

CARROLL CRAMPS COEDS
By BETTY LOSINSKI
Brown & Gold Staff Writer
Our suitcases at our feet, our lamp suspended above the
hearts in our throats' we Regis head of the bed that fell , and
coeds stood before Carrol Hall. faucets with hot water on the
Looking like a cross between right and cold on the left.
a medieval monastery and a
These things were readily
reform school , the building adjusted to however, but the
biggest challenge still remained.
awaited us.
We went to our rooms and en- The medicine cabinet designed
countered our first major shock; to hold a razor, toothbrush and
the closet~. Disregarding the a bottle of after-shave now must
fact that our purses contained be made to hold toothpaste, face
ha' ·
h ·
more room, feminine ingenuity cream, shampoo, u nnse, air
managed to put an assortment spray, eye make-up, lipstick,
of dresses and skirts, twenty- forty-seven bobby pins, an asfour blouses, three sweater sortment of perfume bottles, ...
boxes, four coats, a hairdryer,
Thirty-one girls have moved
hair rollers, sewing materials,
into Carroll Hall. Thirty-one
1
sixteen and one-half pairs of strangers who are no onger
shoes and a complete ski outfit strangers. Thirty-one coeds who
(including skis) into a closet so
have worked together to turn
small that mice would have roomthird and fourth floors into a
ing problems.
dorm for women.
The closet was not all, howCarroll Hall has been won
ever. There were towel racks
over by us and has won us over.
that refused to stay on the wall,
Now all that remains is one
furniture to be rearranged, a
thousand male students.

total environment at Regis ."
M.L. Hatcher, Math: "I doubt
if there will be any noteworthy
change."
Charles D. Weller, Sociology:
"Without doubt, it will broaden
the perspectives of the student
and the teacher. In the long
range view, I think it will gradually increase the level of acacernic content discussed in class
and, most important, the Regis
classroom group will now more
closely resemble groups in other
segments of society."
Father
Robert
O'Sullivan,
S.J., English: "I suppose I will
go on making girls the butt
of my jokes just as in the past."
Mme. Charlotte Donsky, Languages: "Will it? So far it has
only shown in the fact that
Carroll Hall was redone, repainted, refinished; and fellows
are much more willing to carry
their trays back if they have
to pass by a table of girls.
What it will do to the weekends, parties, and the classes
(note the order) is yet to be
seen ... . "
John Donohue , Education :
" No effect whatsoever."
John Griess, Speech and Drama:
"Having taught may coed classes
long before coming to Regis,
I don't 'think' I know that the
presence of both sexes in the
classroom situation is the healthiest and sets up the interchange
of ideas most apropos and similar to that found in life itself.
As the male students have lamented: 'Now I'll have t o watch
my language and morals! ' -so
will I. However, this is a
college - not the navy or a
burlesque show! "
Father Thomas Rauch , S.J.;
Philosophy and Theology ; "My
guess is that the young women
Continued on Page 4

COED CHANGES NOTED IN ATHLETIC SETU P
Ranqell
SPORTS

8Y RAY E. REED
Brown & Gold Sports Writer
As the " Ranch" begins its first year as a coed institution, the
Athletic Department has made a few changes to accommodate the
female segment of our populatiOIJ.
The visitors ' locker room , on .astalled and all the girls are
the south end of the fieldhouse invited to use the facilities .
Cheer, cheer, boys. Segregahas been designated for use by
the girls . Lockers have been tion falls at the old swimming

CLEARING THE BOARDS*******••••••*********

Epitaph to Epithets
****•••••••********••••********"'~with
Skip Walsh
girls back to the Heights of Temple Buell when
Welcome back to the gentlemen returning and
welcome aboard to the men here for the first
time. I didn' t mean to offend anv of you animals
by saying " gentlemen," but that's the watchw?rd
this year with the presence o~ sh~rt skirts
(hopefully) and long hair for the ftrst time. Yes,
indeed - the Ranch is changed foreve_r, whether
that be for better or worse.
You veterans will recall that last year was
dubbed "The Year of the Ranger" right here in
the pages of your beloved bi-mont~ly student. P!lblication. At the considerable nsk of . cmm~g
any more pretentious phrases, I am calling this
the "Year of the CO-ED. " It's bound to be more
enjoyable than "The Year of the Ranger" was
and Jess embarrassing for the B & G Sports
Department.
Obviously, there will be a few changes now
that we have women students. The good ?ld
days of raucous, unbridled epithets cascading
from the stands upon the heads of our OJ?ponents
will have to be altered. In their place will come
hearty, healthy, clean cheers for our alma mater
to be. Well, maybe they'll be hearty, healthy,
and clean.
.
· h
Let's imagine for a minute a tight game wtt
Air Force (if that's possible) during which the
usual amount of elbows and quietly uttered
insinuations of various family background: ha~~
occurred. As usual, you men in the stan s WI
be concerned about this harsh treatment accorde:
your fellow Ranchers. In years past, you . coul
have hurled oral abuse at the Fly Boys or even
a stray Rbineskeller bottle but now you'd better
think twice, hadn't you, so you won't shock our
female spectators.
Maybe the presence of women on campus
will have another more subtle effect .o~ the
athletics at Regis. Possibly the ~rticipants
in the events here may put forth a little extra
effort now that they will have women students
supporting them. It won't be possible to take these

you've run out of excuses for the latest loss.
It's bad enough to explain the loss to the other
guys who understand the sport. You can always
appeal to their sympathy because a corner kick
went astray or your curve ball failed to break
and they'll understand what you' re talking about.
But how do you explain these things to a girl
who doesn't know about the finer points pertaining to sports? It could be a very frustrating
year unless this place turns into even a semblance
of Green Bay, Wisconsin.
But I haven't yet touched upon what may be
the most pleasant aspect of co-education . . .
CHEERLEADERS! I say this with no disrespect intended for the efforts of men like
Carlos Perdomo (the man with the blue Regis
chicken-er-falcon Cluck 1, (one) and Steve
Beardsley, who did such an admirable job along
with the other cheerleaders at last year's Air
Force game; it's just possible that a female
cheerleader could inspire a few primordial growls
from some disinterested animals. It's evident there
has been a distinct lack of enthusiasm among
spectators at Ranger athletic contests these past
few years, but with the girls giving their ·an
maybe some of the dormant vocal chords will
come to life and it will at least appear that the
crowd is supporting the teams.
Perhaps a new era in intercollegiate competition has arrived. Such sports as women's
softball, swimming, and field hockey could be
the big drawing cards in the future. Integrated
swimming and ski teams are the trend to come.
If the action on the field or court gets
boring (is that possible?), you will now be able
to turn your attention to· t~e spe.ctators and
hopefully relieve your depression. Nmeteen hundred and sixty eight, year o~e in the hopefully
glorious reign of the co-eds, IS upon us. ENJOY,
ENJOY!!!

bole. That's right. Mixed swim
ming prevails in the pool during
the scheduled hours.
The intramural program has
been modified , adding divisions
for the girls. FH-5 will be used
for volleyball and basketball ;
the basketball court is now set
up and two volleyball courts
will be soon added. Intramurals
in softball and tennis will also
be announced.
Mr. Lou Kellogg, Athletic
Director, has ·announced tryouts
for cheerleaders. All interested
girls should register in the
athletic office and competition
will be announced toward the
end of September. Six girls will
be picked, and should aid to
bolster both the sagging morals
of the teams and the spirit of
the spectators.
In other athletic news , four
new men have been named to the
Athletic
staff. Mr.
Joe
from

New Mexico Highlands University, has been named baseball
coach. Mr. Ralph Grosswiler
will be the swimming coach,
and Mr. Tim Donovan will head
up skiing. The first track coach
in Regis history will be Mr.
Moulten.
Anyone interested in officiating little league football this
fall should contact Mr. Kellogg.
There will be some instruction
given and some enterprising
people will have some money
for beer, or whatever .
Joe Pignatiello, the new baseball mentor, has announced a
fall baseball schedule highlighted
' a tournament at The
Drce Academy on October
Fo
4, 5, and 6; all fnterested people
are informed that the first game
will be against Air Force. Practice began Wednesday with a
good turnout and the team seems
to be shaping up fairly well .

END OF AN ERA?
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COMMITTEE LISTS FOOD SERVICE GRIPES
A student-organized committee, comprised of students concerned
with a lack of quality in the new food service's product and practice,
met last Saturday with the Unit's managers to present student grieva nces.
Heading the eight-man group, to the Student Body.
Executive Board President Paul
Some of the major grievances,
Max acted as spokesman for the some of which are now undergobody. After conferring with ing transformation, are listed
Messrs. Art Anderson and AI
below :
Stimple of Servomation Mathia s,
A. Rising Prices in Snack Bar
Max issued a letter - copies of
B. Lack of Quality in Prepared
which went to Mr. Ray Regner,
Foods
Purchasing Agent; the Dean of
C. Lack of Efficient, Rapid
Students' Office; Servomation
Service
Mathias, Inc., in Baltimore ; and
D. Lack of Variety
The following is the common schedule for Dayton Memorial Li·
brary'sfall hours:
REGULAR LIBRARY HOURS:
Monday-Thursda y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 am-11 pm
Friday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 am- 5 pm
Saturday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 pm- 5 pm
Sunday . ........... . ........... ... ........ 3 pm-11 pm
STUDY HALL HOURS (Ground Level) :
Daily ... . .................. . .... . .... . .... 8 am-1 am
Any variations for holidays, vacations, etc. will be posted as
ecessary.

The

GALAXY

E.
F.
G.
H.

Lack of Choice
Foods Served Cold
Absence of Bulk Condiments
Discourteous Treatment of
Employees
I. Unreasonable Wage Adjustments.

will be more willing to take
part in class discussion than
young men are . So classes may
be livelier and may involve more
student participation both
male and female ."
John L. Flood, Business: "I
think it will enhance the classroom discussion. It should be
quite refreshing to have a female viewpoint on the may subjects for discussion. The girls
certainly won't put a damper
on anything we discuss in my
classes. I intend to be just as
candid as always, and I'm sure
the male students will be, too."
Father William Olszewski,
S.J. , Educational Psychology:
" I think it will add a good
dimension. The women will bring
differing viewpoints and insights
into life and events that escape
a merely male group, and in
turn they themselves will be
Pxposed to male viewpoints.''
Father E. L . Maginnis, S.J.,
Theology :
Indirectly, by and large. I
think the classroom environment is indivisible from the
total environment of the college,
and profoundly modified and
conditioned by that environment. All the other elements of
On behalf of the student body,
faculty,

and administration of

Regis College, the BROWN AND

Continued from Page 2

tion from people of her age
group, but reported that she
plans to "get away once in a
while in order to repress any narrowing of her perspective on
life. " (I hope several Jebbies
take note.)
All in all, as I said,. it was a
pleasant hour. I'm confident
that Miss Keough is more than
capable, I just hope that she's
correct in predicting complete
success for the "big Move."

·NOTICE
DOC
LEVINGS
IS AliVE AND
WEll IN PRAGUE
The Commies

OLD would like to extend its
sympathy to the· families and
riends of the following former

Dean Keough
Lets Hair Down

the classroom situation- teacher ,
text, reading lists, assignments ,
subject matter, methodology would function in almost totally
different ways on two different
campuses. Faculty members
who teach in the day and evening courses, or during both
the regular school year and in
the summer sessions. as well
as those who have taught here
over a number of years while
the environment has undergone
striking changes, will attest to
this.
So, if the women students are
accepted on the campus by faculty, student body, and administration, if they are made
to feel not so much welcome as
at home, as members of the
Regis community whose presence is taken for granted while
being regarded as a distinct
asset, I would judge that the
classroom
environment
will
reflect this acceptance and regard in a productive way.

students , whose lives were taken
in vacation accidents :
Steven T. Matthews, St. Louis,
Missouri, who drowned in his
backyard pool early in the summer;
Guy G. Ortloff, Denver, Colorado, who drowned while on
vacation in Texas;
Timothy K. McLaughlin, Detroit, Michigan, who was killed
in a car-train accident recently;
James N. (Nick) Hilt, Fort
Wayne, Indiana, who died after
a fall while on a construction
ro'ect.
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